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‘We should be opening Dublin up
rather than closing her down’

D

ublin, for me, is a stoic female
presence that exists around us,
like a forcefield with a city in
her belly, with little buildings,
little trains, little roads and little
people, and we zip around her
insides, moving, changing, dying and she just stays the same.
She’s mature, she’s seen things, she’s not chic, but
she’s confident, she’s real, she’ll soak us one minute
and blast us out the next, she’s not an exhibitionist,
she doesn’t have the sass of Paris or the curves of
Rome, but occasionally she’ll hitch her skirt in the
summer and show us a bit of leg and we photograph
her sunsets in awe. She’s home to millions of us and
she has lots of different pockets filled with different
types of people. We’re all Dubs, but different versions.
She rests on us all like a fog, it’s thickest in the city
and it lightens as you move out towards the edges.
I’m from the edges, Killiney. It’s not the cobblestone-streets Dublin, the bubblin’ one, with the old
men and mods smoking fags in doorways, and it’s
not the hip Stoneybatter type of Dublin where they
hang bikes on their coffee shop walls and drink craft
beers out of avocado peel shells. It’s a settled, quieter
version of Dublin. It’s my Dublin.
Having grown up in the ’burbs, I know that Dubs
can be competitive; some feel they’re more ‘bubblin’’
than others. The Spire is like the pin in the centre
of the city and the closer you live to that, the bluer
you are. Inner city, you’re bright blue, like a smurf,
but as you travel out you start to dilute and by the

time you reach my part of Dublin we’re considered
by some to be watery, pastel, not true Dubs, a vista
version of the real thing.
I remember going to my first GAA match, everyone
in their Dublin jerseys, me in some yellow jumpsuit
number, not wanting to bandwagon it. In hindsight, I
should have, I should have driven into the stand on a
motorised Sam Maguire with the five lamps tattooed
across my breasts, but I didn’t. I had nothing, no
armour. I felt like a thumb sticking out of a horse’s
face and they could smell it. I was surrounded by
all this manic passion for Dublin and GAA was a
side of Dublin I hadn’t really met yet. One woman
just straight-out called it: “I bet you’ve never even
been been to a Dubs match before, have you?” she
said, as she tapped her fag ash on the ground with a
fingernail painted blue and white. It was all so full-on
and so tribal that I almost thanked her for having me.
But Dublin city and I have our own relationship.
We hang out at night. My 20s were spent in a glorious
haze of pubs, clubs and house parties. I was very
committed to travel in my 20s: local travel, at night,
drunk, in cabs. I knew her secrets: restaurants that
would sell wine after hours packaged like a bag of
poppadoms; pubs that would secretly lock you in
with closed curtains, low music and ashtrays. Dublin
parties are how I met most of my best mates – lifelong friendships started in some stranger’s kitchen
in Cabra. Because of her compact size, running into
people is a local sport, sometimes the oh-my-Godit’s-your-man-again moments can have you feeling
like you’re the only ones in her, like you own her.
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Dublin’s nightlife has changed since my party days.
Our dancefloors are disappearing because they can’t
make any money past 3am; they’re being knocked
down and replaced with hotels. The general consensus is that Dublin’s nightlife needs a kick up the
arse. She deserves for it to be diverse, with varying
closing times, so her revellers aren’t spat out onto the
streets en masse on the stroke of 3am like confused
Cinderellas. Leo Varadkar himself has admitted that
Dublin’s nightlife is “disappointing” in comparison
to other European cities and that our licensing laws
are “archaic“.
If I could wish anything for Dublin in 2020, it would
be the appointment of a Night Mayor. They’re all the
rage across Europe, a person whose job it is to make
the nightlife buzz like a high-end fridge. And it’s not
just about booze, it’s all types of entertainment. We
should be opening Dublin up rather than closing
her down. I live in London now – there are more
comedy clubs there which means more work and
more opportunity to improve.
I love it there, but I fly back for a hit of Dublin so
regularly that I’m not sure my mother even knows
I’ve left. I’m blue. My fingernails aren’t decorated
with the face of Bernard Brogan and I don’t treat
Damo Dempsey like he’s a war hero, but I’m Dublin. I was born there and I’ll be buried there. She’ll
quietly consume me in the end, and that’s exactly
what I want her to do. n
To book tickets for Joanne McNally’s current Irish tour,
The Prosecco Express, see joannemcnally.com
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